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ハイブリットセフト攻撃に耐性のある相互認証方式
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あらまし ワンタイムパスワード認証方式とは認証に用いる通信データを認証毎に変化させる方式
である．公開鍵暗号系を利用しない方式が多く，計算量や回路規模を小さくする目的で盛んに研
究がなされている．しかし従来の方式ではハイブリットセフト攻撃など何らかの攻撃に対して脆
弱であり，いまだ安全な方式が提案されていない．ハイブリットセフト攻撃とは，攻撃者が認証
サーバや通信路から秘密情報を盗めるという仮定のもとでユーザになりすます攻撃である．サー
バの秘密情報が漏洩することを仮定しているため，ハイブリットセフト攻撃を防ぐことは難しい．
本稿ではハイブリットセフト攻撃をはじめとする全ての既知の攻撃に耐性をもつ新たなワンタイ
ムパスワード認証方式を提案する．一般的な手法ではサーバとユーザが共通の秘密情報を保持す
る．一方で，提案方式ではユーザのみが知りうる秘密情報を与えることでハイブリットセフト攻
撃への耐性をもたせる．
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Abstract One-Time Password (OTP) schemes are authentication schemes which change the
communication data used for authentication in each session. Reserch for it has actively been
made in order to reduce computational costs and circuit boards, and most schemes are not
based on the public-key encryption system. However, all conventional schemes are vulnerable to
various attacks, particularly the hybrid theft attack, and a secure scheme has not been proposed.
In the hybrid theft attack, an adversary impersonate a legal user under the assumption she/he
can steal secret data from an authentication sever or communication data. Considering the
assumption, it is difficult to prevent such an attack. In this paper, we propose a novel OTP
scheme against the hybrid theft attack and all existing attacks. In general schemes, the sever
and a user share the same secret data. In the proposed scheme, since some of the secret data
are only known to the user, the scheme is secure for against hybrid theft attack.

1 Introduction

Recently, we can use many services on the
Internet. However, attacks against users and
servers such as user spoofings and deny of ser-
vice attacks have also increased. To prevent
such attacks, secure authentication schemes
between an authetication server and the users

are required. There are three types of au-
thentication scheme. They are a static pass-
word authentication like basic and digest ac-
cess authentications[1], public-key certificates,
and OTP authentication. Static password au-
thentication is known as insecure in case users
use short and simple passwords. Such pass-
words can be easily cracked by an adversary,
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for example, via a brute force attack. On the
other hand, Public-key certificates are highly
secure schemes. However, it is difficult to im-
plement them in low-spec mobile devices be-
cause they require high computational costs.
In contrast, the computational costs of OTP
schemes are lower than those of public-key cer-
tificates. OTP schemes are typically based on
a symmetric encryption funciton or a one-way
hash function. Furthermore, OTP schemes
generate a different password for every authen-
tication session.
There are three types of OTP schemes: 1)

schemes based on time synchronization between
the authentication server and the user[2]-[3],
2) schemes that use a mathematical algorithm
to generate the new OTP based on a random
number called a challenge[4]-[7], and 3) schemes
that use a mathematical algorithm to gener-
ate a new OTP based on the previous ses-
sion’s OTP. In this study, we focus on the
third type because such schemes change not
only the communication data included OTP,
but also the secret data stored by the server
and the user for every authentication session.
Therefore, if we use the third type for authen-
tication, we can sefely use our biometric infor-
mation as the user’s initial secret data.
Three common attacks are the stolen verifier

attack(SV attack)[8], the theft attack[9], and
the hybrid theft attack[9]. In the SV attack,
an adversary steals verification data from an
authentication server in order to impersonate
a legal user. In the theft attack, an adversary
steals all the secret data. Furthermore, in the
hybrid theft attack, an adversary can obtain
communicaton data transmitted between the
server and the user. Here, the verification data
do not include secret keys used with XOR op-
eration or an encryption funciton. The secret
data denote both the verification data and the
secret keys. Since the adversary can obtain the
sever’s data, it is difficult to prevent such at-
tacks, especially the hybrid theft attack. The
adversary’s impersonation of a legal user, for
example, in interest banking, could have seri-
ous repercussions. For secure internet services,
we require robust authentication schemes that
prevent such attacks.
In this paper, we propose a novel OTP scheme

against the hybrid theft attack 1. First, we

1We have proposed this scheme in FIT2011[10]. In
this paper, we clearly distinguish this scheme from con-
ventional schemes, and we elaborate on the security of
the proposed scheme using BAN logic[11].

review conventional schemes and specify the
requirements for a secure OTP scheme. The
proposed scheme has three advantages: 1) it
is secure against all existing attacks, 2) it is
based on only a one-way hash function, and
3) it is a mutual authentication scheme. The
proposed scheme is more secure because of the
first advantage. In addition, if we fabricate a
circuit board for our scheme, it would require a
smaller area than the schemes combined with
an encryption function and a one-way hush
function.
The remainder of this paper is organized as

follows. In Section 2, we define ten types of
attacks on a OTP scheme. In Section 3 and
4, we review existing schemes and specify the
requirements for a secure scheme. In Section
5 and 6, we propose a novel scheme, and we
verify its security against existing attacks. Fi-
nally, in Section 7, we conclude the paper.

2 Attacks on OTP Schemes

There are nine types of attacks on OTP sch-
emes. The replay attack, forgery attack, im-
personation attack, and DoS attack have been
defined in [12]. The SV attack has been de-
fined in [8]. The theft attack and the server
modification attack have been defined in [9].
The SV DoS attack has been defined in [13].
In this paper, we regard the SV DoS attack as
the theft DoS attack because they are regarded
as a same attack. In addition, we define the
hybrid theft attack and the server imperson-
ation attack in this paper.

Replay attack: An adversary obtains com-
munication data transmitted between the
server and user in previous authentication
sessions. In the current authentication ses-
sion, she/he replaces all or a specific part
of the communication data with previous
session’s data. If it succeeds, she/he can
impersonate a legal user in the current au-
thentication session.

Forgery attack: An adversary modifies the
communication data in the current authen-
tication session. If it succeeds, she/he can
impersonate a legal user in the next au-
thentication session.

Impersonation attack: An adversary uses the
replay attack and the forgery attack to im-
personate a legal user.
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Sever Impersonation attack: An adversary
uses the impersonation attack to the server
to impersonate a legal sever of a specific
user. One-way authentication schemes are
vulnerable to this attack.

Denial of Service (DoS) attack: An adver-
sary uses the replay attack or the forgery
attack to alter the server’s and user’s se-
cret data. If it succeeds, the server and the
user cannot authenticate each other in the
next authentication session.

Stolen Verifier (SV) attack: An adversary
steals verification data from the server in
the current or previous authentication ses-
sions. Here, the verification data does not
include secret keys used with XOR oper-
ation or an encryption function. She/He
generates communication data by using the
stolen data from the server and sends them
to the server. If it succeeds, she/he can
impersonate a legal user in the next au-
thentication session.

Theft attack: An adversary steals secret data
from the server in the current or previous
authentication sessions. Here, the secret
data mean both the verification data and
the secret keys. She/He generates com-
munication data by using the stolen data
and sends them to the server. If it suc-
ceeds, she/he impersonates a legal user in
the next authentication session.

Hybrid Theft attack: An adversary uses the
theft attack and the impersonation attack
to impersonate a legal user.

Theft DoS attack: An adversary uses the hy-
brid theft attack to alter the server’s or
user’s secret data. If it succeeds, the server
and the user cannot authenticate each other
in the next authentication session.

3 Conventional Schemes

In 2002, Tsuji et al. proposed SAS-2 (sim-
ple and secure password authentication proto-
col, ver.2), which reduces the operation time
of a one-way hash function at the server and
the user[14], [12]. SAS-2 entails lower compu-
tational costs than the revised SAS[15], while
providing an equivalent level of security. How-
ever, Tsuji et al. assumed that adversaries
cannot steal the server’s secret data.
Chien et al. proposed ROSI (robust and

simple authentication protocol), which prevents
the SV attack[16]. They assumed that the

server possesses the secret key that cannot be
stolen by an adversary. Tsuji et al. showed
that ROSI is vulnerable to the hybrid theft at-
tack, and they proposed 2GR (two-gene-relation
password authentication protocol)[9] in order
to prevent the hybrid theft attack. However,
Lin et al. found that 2GR is vulnerable to the
impersonation attack[17]. In the imperson-
ation attack, an adversary tries to impersonate
a legal user by using the intercepted commu-
nication data. 2GR is vulnerable to such an
attack because it is a one-way authentication
scheme (user to server) and the server updates
the new verifier without any integrity check.
Kuo et al. also indicated that 2GR is vul-
nerable to the impersonation attack, and they
proposed an improved scheme to prevent the
hybrid theft attack[18]. Unfortunately, Kim et
al. showed that Kuo et al.’s scheme remains
vulnerable to the hybrid theft attack[19]. Al-
though Kim et al. proposed a new scheme,
they did not verify that their scheme can pre-
vent the hybrid theft attack. In order to pre-
vent the hybrid theft attack, Tsuji et al. pro-
posed SAS-X(2)[20]. However, it is vulnera-
ble to the DoS attack[21]. Thus, all existing
schemes have certain vulnerabilities.

4 Requirements for Security of
OTP Schemes

In this section, we concretely explain why
SAS-2 is vulnerable to the theft attack, and
how ROSI prevents the theft attack. Similarly
we also concretely explain why ROSI is vul-
nerable to the hybrid theft attack, and how
SAS-X(2) prevents the hybrid theft attack. To
explain the above, we briefly summarize the
protocol of each scheme. In addition, we dis-
cuss the requirements for secure OTP schemes
against various attacks.

4.1 Weakness of SAS-2

We explain why SAS-2 is vulnerable to the
theft attack, and we summarize the protocol of
SAS-2. In the ith (current) authentication ses-
sion, an authentication server stores the cur-
rent verifier pi, which is not protected. A user
sends pi and the (i + 1)th verifier pi+1 to the
server. Having received them, the server com-
pares the received pi with the stored pi. If
they match, the server authenticates the user
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and stores pi+1 as the next verifier. SAS-2
is vulnerable to the theft attack because the
server does not protect the stored pi, and it
does not verify pi+1 before storing pi+1. In
the theft attack, an adversary steals pi from
the server. She/he sends the stolen pi and ran-
domly selected p′i+1 to the server. The server
is convinced that she/he is a valid user on the
basis of the received pi, and it stores p′i+1 as
the next verifier. Therefore, the adversary im-
personates a legal user in SAS-2. ROSI pre-
vents the theft attack. In ROSI, the server
stores h(pi) instead of pi, where h(pi) denotes
the hash value of pi. The user sends pi to
the server for authentication. Having received
pi, the server calculates h(pi) and compares
the calculated h(pi) with the stored h(pi). An
adversary cannot impersonate a legal user be-
cause she/he cannot obtain pi, even if she/he
steals h(pi) from the server.

4.2 Weakness of ROSI

ROSI is vulnerable to the hybrid theft at-
tack. In ROSI, the server stores h(pi) and
qi, where qi is used for protecting communi-
cation data with XOR operation. Here, the
server does not protect the stored qi. Thus,
ROSI is vulnerable to the hybrid theft attack.
For authentication, a user sends pi and the
next verifier h(pi+1) protected with qi to the
server. Having received them, the server ex-
tracts pi and h(pi+1) using the stored qi. The
server calculates h(pi) and compares it with
the stored h(pi). If they match, the server
authenticates the user and stores h(pi+1) as
the next verifier. Suppose that an adversary
steals qi from the server, and intercepts the
communication data pi and h(pi+1) protected
with qi. The adversary extracts pi using the
stolen qi. She/he randomly selects p′i+1 and
calculates h(p′i+1). Then, she/he sends pi and
h(p′i+1) protected with qi to the server. Hav-
ing received them, the server extracts pi and
h(p′i+1) using the stored qi. The server cal-
culates h(pi) and compares it with the stored
h(pi). Since they match, the server is con-
vinced that the adversary is valid user. Then,
the server stores h(p′i+1) as the next verifier.
In the (i+1)th authentication session, the ad-
versary can send p′i+1 to the server, and im-
personate a legal user.
SAS-X(2) prevents the hybrid theft attack.

In SAS-X(2), the server stores h(pi) and Eki(pi),

where Eki(pi) denotes pi encrypted with a se-
cret key ki. For authentication, the user sends
pi, ki, h(pi+1), and Eki+1

(pi+1) to the server.
Having received them, the server calculates
h(pi) and compares it with the stored h(pi).
If they match, the server decrypts the stored
Eki(pi) using the received ki. The server com-
pares the obtained pi with the received pi. If
they match, the server authenticates the user
and stores h(pi+1) and Eki+1

(pi+1) as the next
verifier. The main concept of SAS-X(2) is that
the user does not send pi+1 and ki+1, and the
server does not store them. Because an adver-
sary cannot obtain ki+1, she/he cannot cre-
ate p′i+1, which equals the decrypted value of
Eki+1

(p′i+1). Even if she/he randomly modi-
fies h(pi+1)

′ and Eki+1
(pi+1)

′, the server can
detect that h(pi+1)

′ and Eki+1
(pi+1)

′ are mod-
ified in the (i+1)th (next) authentication ses-
sion. Therefore, SAS-X(2) is secure against
the hybrid theft attack. However, SAS-X(2) is
vulnerable to the DoS attack. If an adversary
randomly modifies Eki+1

(pi+1) as Eki+1
(pi+1)

′,
the server directly stores it as the next verifier.
Since the server does not verify Eki+1

(pi+1),
the adversary can alter Eki+1

(pi+1).

4.3 Requirements for Secure OTP
Schemes

We can easily prevent the replay attack, for-
gery attack, impersonation attack, and DoS
attack under the assumption that any adver-
saries cannot steal secret data from the server.
Let us specify the requirement for preventing
the hybrid theft attack: any adversary cannot
create all the user’s secret data, even if she/he
obtains the server’s secret data and the com-
munication data. Naturally, a OTP scheme
that is secure against the hybrid theft attack
is secure against both the SV attack and the
theft attack. Furthermore, considering which
data an adversary can obtain and what an ad-
versary do, the hybrid theft attack includes
the replay attack, forgery attack and imper-
sonation attack. Similarly, Theft DoS attack
includes DoS attack.
In order to prevent the server impersonation

attack, we have to design a mutual authen-
tication scheme. Tsuji et al. claimed that
an adversary can impersonate the server in
mutual authentication schemes under the as-
sumption that the adversary can steal secret
data from the user[9]. Nonetheless, one-way
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Table 1: List of symbols used in this paper

U a user who requests the server
to authenticate her/himself

S the authentication server
AD an adversary
ID a user’s identification
PW a user’s password
h(x) the hash value of the input data x
x̌ used when U or S compares

certain data with x̌
x′, x′′ used when A randomly selects

instead of a valid x, or calculates
certain data y′, y′′ from x′, x′′.

X ⇒ Y:Z X sends Z to Y through
a secure channel

X → Y:Z X sends Z to Y through
a insecure channel

|| a concatenation
⊕ XOR operation

authentication schemes are vulnerable to the
server impersonation attack under any circum-
stances. In addition, mutual authentication
schemes can adopt the same precaution as one-
way authentication schemes. That is, the user
receives services doubting the server, even if
the user authenticates the server. From the
above, we can conclude the OTP scheme against
server impersonation attack, hybrid theft at-
tack and theft DoS attack is against all well-
known attacks above.

5 Proposed Schemes

Table 1 shows the symbols we use in this
paper. The proposed scheme consists of two
phases: the registration phase and the authen-
tication phase. In order to prevent the hybrid
theft attack, the proposed scheme satisfies the
requirement specified in 4.3. In the ith ses-
sion, U does not send the next verifier Ai+1

to S, and S does not store it in the ith au-
thentication session. Because U creates Ai+1

by using a random number Qi in the (i− 1)th
authentication session, U will never send Qi to
S, and S does not store it.

5.1 Registration Phase

Let us illustrate the protocol as follows.

1. U inputs ID and PW .
2. U ⇒ S: ID.
3. S generates three random numbersR0, R−1,

and F0.

4. S ⇒ U: R0, R−1, F0.
5. U calculates the following data.

A1 = h(ID||PW ||F0)
F1 = h(A1)
Q1 = h(PW ||R−1)
A2 = h(ID||Q1||F1)
F2 = h(A2)
Q2 = h(Q1||R0)
V1 = h(A1||F2)

6. U stores ID, Q2, A1, F1, A2, and F2.
7. U ⇒ S: F1, V1.
8. S stores ID, F1, and V1.

5.2 Authentication Phase

Let us illustrate the protocol as follows. U
stores ID, Qi+1, Ai, Fi, Ai+1 and Fi+1. S
stores ID, Fi and Vi.

1. U calculates the following data.
Ai+2 = h(ID||Qi+1||Fi+1)
Fi+2 = h(Ai+2)
Fi+1 ⊕ Fi

Ai ⊕ Fi+1

Vi+1 = h(Ai+1||Fi+2)
h(Fi||Vi+1)

2. U → S: ID, Fi+1 ⊕ Fi, Ai ⊕ Fi+1, Vi+1,
h(Fi||Vi+1).

3. S obtains Fi+1 and Ai, and verifies
their validity as follows.
S extracts Fi+1 from the received Fi+1⊕Fi

by using the stored Fi, and extracts Ai

from the received Ai ⊕ Fi+1 by using the
obtained Fi+1. S culculates F̌i = h(Ai)
by using the obtained Ai, and compares
F̌i with the stored Fi. If they match, S is
convinced that the received Fi+1, Fi, and
Ai have not been modified; otherwise, S
terminates this authentication session.

4. S tries to authenticate U using Vi as
follows.
S calculates V̌i = h(Ai||Fi+1), and com-
pares V̌i with the stored Vi. If they match,
S authenticates U; otherwise, S detects the
theft DoS attack and terminates this au-
thentication session.

5. S verifies the validity of Vi+1 as fol-
lows.
S calculates h(Fi||Vi+1) by using the stored
Fi and the received Vi+1. Then S com-
pares it with the received h(Fi||Vi+1). If
they match, S is convinced that Vi+1 has
not been modified; otherwise, S terminates
this authentication session.
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Table 2: List of notation used in BAN logic

P |≡ X P acts as if X is true
P ◁ X P receives X
P |∼ X P transmitted X
♯(X) X has not previously been sent
P |⇒ X P can determine X

P
K
⇀↽ Q P and Q communicate with shared key K

P
X
⇀↽ Q X is a secret data known only to P and Q

{X}K X is encrypted with key K

6. S calculates h(Ri||Fi) by using a random
number Ri, and stores Fi+1 and Vi+1.

7. S → U: Ri, h(Ri||Fi).
8. U tries to authenticate S as follows.

U calculates h(Ri||Fi) by using the received
Ri and the stored Fi. Then U compares it
with the received h(Ri||Fi). If they match,
U authenticates S; otherwise, U terminates
this authentication session.

9. U calculatesQi+2 = h(Qi+1||Ri) and stores
Qi+2, Ai+2 and Fi+2.

6 Security Analysis of The Pro-
posed Scheme

In this section, we evaluate the security of
the proposed scheme against various attacks
by the BAN logic[11]. Table 2 shows the no-
tation we use in BAN logic. P and Q are two
entities, X and K are data like a key, secret
data, or something like that.
Now, we describe the proposed scheme’s ith

authentication session as follows.

Message 1 U → S : {Ai, Fi+1}Fi

1) S |≡ (U
Fi⇀↽ S);

2) S ◁ ({Ai, Fi+1}Fi);

3) S |≡ U |∼ (Ai, Fi+1);

4) S |≡ ♯(Ai, Fi+1);

5) S |≡ U |≡ (Ai, Fi+1);

6) S |≡ U |⇒ (Ai, Fi+1);

7) S |≡ (Ai, Fi+1);

Message 2 S → U : {Ri}h(),Fi

8) U |≡ (U
h()↔ S, U

Fi⇀↽ S);

9) U ◁ ({Ri}h(),Fi
);

10) U |≡ S |∼ (Ri);

11) U |≡ ♯(Ri);

12) U |≡ S |≡ (Ri);

13) U |≡ S |⇒ (Ri);

14) U |≡ (Ri);

In 4.3, we conclude the OTP scheme against
server impersonation attack, hybrid theft at-
tack and theft DoS attack is against all well-
known attacks. Therefore, we describe the
security of the proposed scheme against the
three attacks.

Server Impersonation attack

In server impersonation attack, an adver-
sary can obtain communication data transmit-
ted between the server and the user in previ-
ous authentication sessions and can modify the
communication data in the current authentica-
tion session. By using these data, she/he tries
to impersonate a legal server.
In the ith authentication session, AD can

obtain ID, Fi+1⊕Fi, Ai⊕Fi+1, Vi+1, h(Fi||Vi+1),
Ri and h(Ri||Fi). In the (i+1)th session, AD
tries to impersonate S to be authenticated by
U as follow.

Message 2’ AD → U : {Ri+1}h(),Fi+1

8’) U |≡ (U
h()↔ AD, U

Fi+1
⇀↽ AD);

9’) U ◁ ({Ri+1}h(),Fi+1
);

10’) U |≡ AD |∼ (Ri+1);

11’) U |≡ ♯(Ri+1);

12’) U |≡ AD |≡ (Ri+1);

13’) U |≡ AD |⇒ (Ri+1);

14’) U |≡ (Ri+1);

In the server authentication of the (i+ 1)th
session (Message 2’), AD selects and sends ran-
dom numberR′

i+1 instead of legal random num-
ber Ri+1 used for server authentication. Then
AD sends it encrypting with F ′

i+1 instead of
legal Fi+1. Assumption 8’) states that AD has
known what hash function U and S use, and
secret data Fi+1 shared by U and S. However,
AD cannot obtain Fi+1 in the previous ses-
sions. Thus assumption 8’) does not hold. Ac-
cordingly, the proposed scheme is secure against
the server impersonation attack.

Theft DoS attack

In theft DoS attack, an adversary can ob-
tain secret data from the server in the current
or previous authentication sessions. In addi-
tion, she/he can also obtain communication
data transmitted between the server and the
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user in previous authentication sessions and
modify the communication data in the cur-
rent authentication session. She/He tries to
prevent the authentication using these data.
To succeed (theft) DoS attack, AD has to

modify the communication data in order to
alter S’s or U’s secret data. Suppose that
AD has stolen Fi from S in the ith session.
AD randomly modifies Vi+1 and h(Fi||Vi+1)
as V ′

i+1 = h(A′
i+1||F ′

i+2) and h(Fi||V ′
i+1) us-

ing A′
i+1 and F ′

i+2, respectively. S updates Vi

to the received V ′
i+1. In the (i + 1)th session,

S tries to authenticate U as follow.

Message 1’ U → S : {A′
i+1, F

′
i+2}Fi+1

1’) S |≡ (U
Fi+1
⇀↽ S);

2’) S ◁ ({A′
i+1, F

′
i+2}Fi+1);

3’) S |≡ U |∼ (A′
i+1, F

′
i+2);

4’) S |≡ ♯(A′
i+1, F

′
i+2);

5’) S |≡ U |≡ (A′
i+1, F

′
i+2);

6’) S |≡ U |⇒ (A′
i+1, F

′
i+2);

7’) S |≡ (A′
i+1, F

′
i+2);

In the user authentication of the (i + 1)th
session (Message 1’), U sends Ai+1, Fi+2 in-
stead of illegal secret data A′

i+1, F ′
i+2 used

for user authentication. Then U sends them
encrypting with Fi+1. Assumption 1’) states
that U and S share secret data Fi+1. It holds
because AD did not modifies Fi+1. Assump-
tion 4’) states that A′

i+1 and F ′
i+2 are fresh

numbers not used in previous sessions. It also
holds because AD selected A′

i+1, F
′
i+2 in the

ith session, and they are not used for authen-
tication in the ith session. Assumption 6’)
states that S believes U has jurisdiction over
A′

i+1, F ′
i+2. However, they were selected by

AD. Thus, assumption 6’) does not hold. Ac-
cordingly, in the (i + 1)th authentication ses-
sion, S can detect the theft DoS attack at step
4 in the authentication phase. However, S can-
not authenticate U; hence, S terminates the
authentication session. Here, let us intro-
duce a variation for S to continue the
authentication as follows. Suppose that S
and U have the current and previous secret
data. When S detects the theft DoS attack, S
and U use the previous secret data. Having au-
thenticated each other, they update their own
previous secret data to the current secret data.
Thus, the proposed scheme is secure against
the theft DoS attack.

Hybrid Theft attack

In OTP schemes, AD can certainly imper-
sonate a legal user only once in the ith authen-
tication session as follows. AD intercepts the
communication data and directly sends them
to S. Because S receives valid data, S is con-
vinced that AD is the legal user. Similarly, in
the hybrid theft attack, AD can certainly im-
personate a legal user only once. The question
we should consider is whether AD can imper-
sonate U in the (i+1)th authentication session.
In the proposed scheme, S tries to authen-

ticate U to check Vi+1 = h(Ai+1||Fi+2) using
received Ai+1 and Fi+2 in the (i+1)th session.
In order to impersonate U, AD has to obtain
Ai+1 and Fi+2. Suppose that AD steals Fi

from S in the ith session. Then, AD inter-
cepts the communication data, and extracts
Ai and Fi+1 from the intercepted data using
the stolen Fi. In the (i+1)th session, AD tries
to impersonate U to be authenticated by S as
follow.

Message 1” AD → S : {Ai+1, Fi+2}Fi+1

1”) S |≡ (AD
Fi+1
⇀↽ S);

2”) S ◁ ({Ai+1, Fi+2}Fi+1);

3”) S |≡ AD |∼ (Ai+1, Fi+2);

4”) S |≡ ♯(Ai+1, Fi+2);

5”) S |≡ AD |≡ (Ai+1, Fi+2);

6”) S |≡ AD |⇒ (Ai+1, Fi+2);

7”) S |≡ (Ai+1, Fi+2);
In the user authentication of the (i + 1)th

session (Message 1), AD sends A′
i+1, F

′
i+2 in-

stead of secret data Ai+1, Fi+2 used for user
authentication, which is only known to U. Then
AD sends them encrypting with stolen Fi+1.
Assumption 1”) states that AD has secret data
Fi+1 shared by U and S. It holds because AD
has stolen the shared secret data Fi+1 in the
ith session. Assumption 4”) states that Ai+1

and Fi+2 are fresh numbers not used in pre-
vious sessions. It also holds because AD can
select random number A′

i+1, F
′
i+2 instead of le-

gal Ai+1 and Fi+2. Assumption 6”) states that
S believes AD has jurisdiction over Ai+1, Fi+2.
Now, AD has to obtain Ai+1(= h(ID||Qi||
Fi)) or Qi to have jurisdiction over legal Ai+1.
However, AD cannot obtain them because Qi

and Ai+1 are not transmitted between U and
S, and not stored by S in previous authentica-
tion sessions. Thus, assumption 6”) does not
hold. Accordingly, the proposed scheme is se-
cure against the hybrid theft attack.
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7 Conclusion

Existing authentication schemes are vulner-
able to various attacks. In this paper, we pro-
posed a novel OTP scheme for security against
the hybrid theft attack. The proposed scheme
is secure against all existing attacks. In ad-
dition, when we fabricate a circuit board for
the proposed scheme, the area resources are
smaller because the proposed scheme is based
on only a one-way hash function. We can ap-
ply the proposed scheme to low-spec devices
and hence design a secure authentication sys-
tem.
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